The evolution of genetic-based risk scores for lipids and cardiovascular disease.
With improved next-generation sequencing technology, open-access genetic databases and increased awareness of complex trait genetics, we are entering a new era of risk assessment in which genetic-based risk scores (GRSs) will play a clinical role. We review the concepts underlying polygenic models of disease susceptibility and challenges in clinical implementation. Polygenic risk scores are currently used in genetic research on dyslipidemias and cardiovascular disease (CVD). Although the underlying principles for constructing polygenic scores for lipids are established, the lack of consensus on which score to use is indicated by the large number - about 50 - that have been published. Recently, large-scale polygenic scores for CVD appear to afford superior risk prediction compared to small-scale scores. Despite the potential benefits of GRSs, certain biases towards ethnicity and sex need to be worked through. We are on the verge of clinical application of GRSs to provide incremental information on dyslipidemia and CVD risk above and beyond traditional clinical variables. Additional work is required to develop a consensus of how such scores will be constructed and measured in a validated manner, as well as clinical indications for their use.